Mission Critical Command & Control

The world for decision makers is rapidly changing. Salient CRGT understands environments where decision cycles are increasingly compressed and complex. Whether in austere overseas combat environments or mission critical infrastructure environments, we deliver the command and control solutions that make the difference.

Combatant Commander Solutions
Allied militaries worldwide are faced with the vital mission of deploying worldwide telecommunications systems and interoperable Strategic Command Centers (SCCs). Salient CRGT is uniquely capable of rapidly designing, developing, and deploying extremely complex and mission critical Command and Control systems globally. We support our customers’ needs for their strategic and tactical decision making that utilizes voice, video, and data services. We know that success is defined in terms of lives saved not just specifications met. Our solutions provide immediate alerts, across multiple communication mediums, warning those in range to seek safety or to take action. We incorporate the ability to merge these technologies while accommodating requirements that are likely to change during the course of development. We know that flexibility, rapid response, and staying aligned with our customers are paramount while designing, building, and deploying Command Centers. Our expertise encompasses the following areas:

- **Communications**: Worldwide satellite communications, long haul terrestrial, and voice, video, and data
- **Command Centers**: Designing, furnishing, cabling, audio visual installation, and sustainment support
- **Telephony**: Military grade telephony switching, Defense Red Switch Network (DRSN)
- **Situational Awareness**: Common operational picture (COP) integration and management, blue force and asset tracking
- **Intelligence**: Actionable intelligence solution design, development, implementation, training, and support
- **IT**: Manage, manipulate, and disseminate the voice, visual, and data information
- **Physical Security**: Electronic security systems, mass audible notification, and desktop alerting systems
- **Cyber Security**: Predicting, preventing, and persisting against data leakage, vulnerabilities, and attacks
- **Audio-Visual**: Video projection cube walls, large video distribution, briefing display systems, and audio integration
- **Logistics Support**: Command and control systems inventory management, international export, and sustainment

Continuous Flexibility - Proven and Scaled for Demanding Environments
Salient CRGT has the scope and scale to make a real difference to deliver what others cannot. Salient CRGT’s Continuous Flexibility is a proven scaled process framework for incorporating the ability to accommodate change into enterprise IT solutions. Our solutions provide government leadership with an enhanced situational awareness and communications capability, enabling efficient, effective, and timely decision making while providing continuous flexibility. We are not afraid to step up and accept challenges to deliver sophisticated and highly reliable warning systems that have impact. That is absolutely critical because customers’ requirements and technology always evolve during complex engagements.

Key Customers
- United States Special Operations Command
- United States Southern Command
- United States Transportation Command
- Defense Information Systems Agency
- Defense Threat Reduction Agency
- Jet Propulsion Laboratory
- Joint Task Force-Global Network Operations
- Multiple Joint Service Command and Control Centers